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Abstract 
For integer k 20, let SRM(n ‘(I) k) denote the collection of relations computable by a stack 
register machine with stack registkrs bounded by a polynomial p(n) in the input n, and work 
registers bounded by k. Let NSRM(n O(‘) k) denote the analogous class accepted by nondetermin- 
istic stack register machines. In this piper, nondeterminism is shown to provide no additional 
power. Specifically, 
NSRM(no”‘, 0) = SRM(no”‘, o), 
NSRM(n ‘(I), 1) = SRM(n”‘), l), 
NSRM(n , ‘(‘) k) = SRM(n ‘(‘),k), for k>4, 
SRM(n , ‘(I) k) = ALINTIME , for k>4. 
1. Introduction 
In a recently rediscovered letter from K. GGdel to J. von Neumann dated March 
1956,’ GGdel raised a problem about length of proofs, which has since been seen to 
be equivalent to the P = NP question. 
Around the same time, a few other logicians began investigating other problems in 
what was later defined to be the field of computational complexity. In 1955, Asser 
[l] asked whether the complement of a spectrum is a spectrum (by work of Jones- 
Selman [24] equivalent to NEAT = co-NEXP) and in 1956, Grzegorczyk [16] defined 
a hierarchy 6”, n 3 0, within the primitive recursive functions, and asked whether 8: 
is properly contained in 8:. 
The results of this paper were presented at the spring meeting of the Association for Symbolic Logic, 19-22 
March 1992 [lo]. 
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Grzegorczyk defined b”, for n 20, as the smallest class of functions containing 
the projections, the principal functions fs, . . _ ,f a, and closed under composition and 
bounded recursion, where fo is the successor function, .f 1 is addition, f 1 is multipli- 
cation, f3 is exponentiation, etc. In that paper, he showed that U Q” is the class of 
primitive recursive functions, that g3 is the class of Kalmar-Csillig elementary func- 
tions, that &” c &"+I for n > 0, and that 8: c &:+' for n 22, where V* denotes the 
class of relations whose characteristic function belongs to %?. 
Though Grzegorczyk’s 6: c 65': question is still open, several significant results have 
shed light on the problem. In 1961, Ritchie [3 l] showed that 82, equals deterministic 
linear space. 2 It follows from work of Bennett [5] and Wrathall [37] that the linear 
time hierarchy LTH is contained in 8:. Thus 80, c &z implies that LTH c LINSPACE. 
In [4], Bel’tyukov introduced the stack register machine SRM, a new variant of the 
successor random access machine having stack registers to,. . , tk and work register r. 
Bel’tyukov showed that sets belonging to LINSPACE [resp. LTH] are exactly those sets 
computed on a SRM where all registers contain numbers bounded by a polynomial in the 
input3 [resp. additionally where the work register is at all times empty]. Bel’tyukov 
used his machine model to prove that &‘~(ps(x)) = a$!, for fiS(x) = x + x’-‘I’, and 
other results shedding a bit of light on Grzegorczyk’s question.4 
In [29], Paris and Wilkie studied stack register machines whose work registers con- 
tain no number larger than k, for k = 1,2,3. In [28], Handley et al. the concept of 
counting module a jinite group with SRM. These results are summarized later. 
In this paper, we extend the stack register machine model in two directions: nonde- 
terminism is introduced, and different branching test instructions are added. Using group 
theoretic and complexity theoretic techniques, we prove essentially that nondeterminism 
does not add any computational power. 
With appropriate test conditions and bounds, stack register machines can be used to 
characterize a number of complexity classes related to a bounded version of Kleene’s 
arithmetic hierarchy (i.e. defined by alternations of certain kinds of bounded quanti- 
fiers). Examples are the polynomial time hierarchy PH, the linear time hierarchy LH, 
the logtime hierarchy LTH, and Presburger sets (definable by first order formulas in the 
signature (0, +, =}), etc. 
In particular, this paper studies a hierarchy of complexity classes between PH and 
PSPACE that are characterized using stack register machines by varying a natural para- 
meter: the work register. Although it is a trivial observation that the polynomial time 
hierarchy is closed under nondeterminism, it is not obvious that the classes in this 
new hierarchy between PH and PSPACE are closed under nondeterminism. One of the 
’ Work of Cobham [14] and Ritchie [31] spawned a host of machine independent characterizations of com- 
plexity classes, including PTIME [14], PSPACE [35], LINSPACE [31], LOGSPACE [25], AC”, At?, A’@, ALOGTIME 
[9], A@(2), K’(6), Z’C” [13]. 
3 i.e. numbers whose length is linea- in the length of the input, 
4 &O(f) is the smallest class of functions containing 0, f’, the successor, the projections and closed under 
composition and bounded recursion (see [4]). Bel’tyukov’s result should be contrasted with the easily shown 
fact that ~“0,(2x) = 8:. 
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principal contributions of this paper is to show that levels 0, 1, and k 24 are closed 
under nondeterminism. (This paper leaves open the question of closure of levels 2 
and 3. These levels have since been shown to be closed under nondeterminism by an 
elegant analysis of semigroups by Handley [ 171.) 
Our paper does not address the issue of polynomial time bounded algorithms with 
limited nondeterminism, but should be seen as a contribution towards revitalizing Grze- 
gorczyk’s 8: c &t question. Our results additionally present a unifying scheme for 
viewing classes between LTH and LINSPACE, and between PH and PSPACE. 
In a certain sense, as seen later, adding an extra stack register to a stack register 
machine correponds to adding a bounded quantifier, hence to nondeterminism. How- 
ever, it is not obvious that nondeterminism in the sense of ambiguity in the branching 
instructions contributes no additional power to the model. Thus another principal con- 
tribution of this paper could be viewed as presenting a better understanding of how to 
program such machines. 
In forthcoming work, using these techniques we characterize low-level uniform 
boolean circuit classes AC’, AC0(2), AC0(6), TC” and ALOGTIME via modified stack 
register machines. 5 Despite advances by Razborov [30] and Smolensky [32], it is 
still unknown whether AC’(6) = TC’, or even if AC’(6) = ALOGTIME . Perhaps our 
forthcoming characterizations of these classes in terms of stack register machines may 
facilitate an approach to these problems. 
2. Preliminaries 
In [4], Bel’tyukov introduced stack register machines and characterized the class RUD 
of rudimentary sets as well as all levels (an), of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy via stack 
register machines. Of particular relevance for this paper are his characterizations of the 
linear time hierarchy LTH and linear space, as well as similar type characterizations of 
extensions of LTH under counting due to Paris-Handley-Wilkie [28]. In this paper, we 
generalize stack register machines to arbitrary test conditions in branching instructions. 
Definition 1. Let 9 be a set of functions. We define a stack register machine over 
9, denoted SRM[~], to be a machine consisting of a finite number of input registers 
XI,. . .,x,, a finite number of stack registers to,. . . , tk, and a single work register r. Each 
register may hold an arbitrary integer. A SRM[F] has four types of instructions: 
(i) if f(z~ ,...,z,) =z,+l then a else b, 
(ii) ti := tj + 1, 
(iii) r := z, 
(iv) halt. 
5 AC0 is the collection of languages recognized by a logtime uniform, unbounded fan-in boolean circuit 
family of constant depth and polynomial size. AC’(m) additionally admits gates which count modulo 111. 
TC” is the collection of languages recognized by a logtime uniform family of constant depth, polynomial 
size threshold gate circuits. See [34] for more on uniform circuit classes. 
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In the branching instructions (i), f is an n-ary function in 9, each zi and z is contained 
in {xi ,..., xm,ta,.. . , tk, r, 0}, and a, b are line numbers. 6 The zi’s and z need not be 
distinct. For instance, f (r, r, to, tl, to) is allowed. 
When executed, if the test condition is true, then line a is next executed, else line 
b. In the incremental instructions (ii), 0 <i,<k and the effect is to increment register 
ti and simultaneously set to 0 all t, for j < i. In the save instruction (iii), z E 
{Xl ,...,.%n,to,..., fk, 0). A program is a finite sequence of instructions Zi, . . . , I, with 
line numbers 1 , . . , p, where Ip is the halt instruction, and where, for each i d k, there 
is at most one incremental instruction for ti. By adding another stack register, we 
may suppose WLOG that 11 is the incremental instruction to := to + 1. In the execution 
of a program, the input registers contain the input and are never modified, the stack 
and work registers are initialized to 0, and except for branching instructions, sequential 
flow of control is followed. The input xi,. . . ,x, is accepted by a SRM[~] if there is 
a halting computation where the top stack tk (i.e. stack with largest index) contains 
0. If M is a SRM[~], then L(M) is the relation accepted by M, and satisfies L(M) = 
{(Xl , . . . ,x,) E N” : M accepts (xi,. . . ,xm)}. 
Definition 2. If f,g are functions, then sRM[F](f,g) is the collection of all relations 
L c UrnEN Nm accepted by a SRM[~] such that 
(i) on every input xi , . . .,x, the machine eventually halts, 
(ii) on every input xi,. . . ,x, at all times during the computation, it is the case that 
ti<f(max{xi ,..., xm}) for i6k, and r<g(max{xi ,..., xm}). 
Note that condition (ii) concerns bounds on the integers themselves, rather than their 
lengths, in contrast to most complexity measures. If @), Y are classes of unary functions, 
then SRM[W(@, ‘U = USEO,hEy SRM[~l(&h). 
Example 3. The following is an example of a stack register machine program P to 
compute xi <x2. Machine M has input registers x1,x2, stack registers to, tl and work 
register Y. An unconditional “goto i” statement is an abbreviation for “if to = to then 
i else i”. 
1. if to = x2 then 2 else 3, 
2. if to =x1 then 7 else 6, 
3. if to = x1 then 7 else 4, 
4. to := to + 1, 
5. got0 1, 
6. tl := tl + 1, 
7. halt. 
6 In [4,28] and other previous work, 9 was taken to be the set of multivariate polynomials with non- 
negative integer coefficients, i.e. built up by composition from constants n E N, the projection functions 
$(q,...,x,) = xk, addition and multiplication. For this reason, later in the paper we write sm(g,II) to 
abbreviate SFCM[+, x](g, h). 
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It is easy to check that A4 halts with empty stack ti iff xi <x2. Thus the inequality 
relation belongs to ssM[id](n,O), where id(x) = x is the identity function. 
Definition 4. A SRM[.F] A4 can compute an m-ary partial function f whose value 
on xi ,...,xm is the value of the top stack register (i.e., the register with the largest 
index) at the end of a computation (if the computation terminates). The class of total 
functions computed by a SRM[~] with stack register bound g and work register bound h 
is denoted by Fsr&i[P](g, h). Formally, rsRM[F](g, h) is the collection of all functions 
J’ : N” --) N such that 
(i) on every input xi,. . . ,x, the machine eventually halts and the value of the top 
stack is f(xi, . . . ,x,), 
(ii) on every input xi,. . . ,x, at all times during the computation, it is the case that 
tj < g(max{xi ,...,xm}) for ibk, and r<h(max{xi,...,x,}). 
Remark 5. If it4 is a stack register machine which computes the value of a function 
j-(x1,.. . ,x,) in any fixed stack register tj within stack register bound g and work 
register bound h, then there exists a stack register machine M’ which computes the 
value f(x), . . .,x,) in the top stack register tk within the same bounds g, h. This is 
easy to see: with tk = 0 compute f(z) in tj, and if value is tk halt; else increment tk, 
recompute f(x’) in tj, and if this value is tk halt; else etc. 
Lemma 6. For any unary functions g, h and any ckzss 9 of functions, FsRM[9](g, h) 
is closed under composition. 
Proof. Suppose that U, ~1,. . , v, E FsRM[F](g, h) and that 
f(Xl ,..., &I) = U(Ul(Xl, . . . . X,),...,zI,(Xl,...,X,)). 
Let MU, A4,, , . . . , MDn, be stack register machines having respectively p, vi,. . . , v, many 
stack registers and computing respectively u, 01,. . . , v, within stack register bound g 
and work register bound h. 
Let ML,ML,,... ,A4LJ,, and M’ be machines having p + vi + . . . + v, many stack 
registers. By an obvious modification of the instructions of M,,, machine ML, uses only 
stack registers with index k where 
P + VI + . . . + I’,,_~ < k<p + v, + . . . + v,_i+l 
and computes the value of ~(xi,. . ,xn) in stack register with index .D + vi + . . + 
V,_i+l. Machine M’ applies the instructions of ML,, . . . ,A4int successively (where the 
halt instruction for the program of ML2 is replaced by the first instruction of ML,+, ). By 
an obvious modification of the program for AC&, (replacing the input xi by the value in 
stack register with index p+ vi + . + v,_i+l ), M’ then computes u(vi(_?), . . . , v,,,(.?)) 
in the stack register with index p. Now M’ can compute u(Q(?), . . . , u,(T)) in stack 
register t, and by the previous remark, a stack register machine M can be found which 
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computes ~(01 (x’), . . . , urn(i)) in its top stack register and respects the same stack register 
bound g and work register bound h. 0 
We use the multitape Turing machine (with random access if the time bound is sub- 
linear) and assume familiarity with nondeterministic and alternating machines (see [S]) 
and with the linear time hierarchy LTH (see [37]) and the polynomial time hierarchy PH. 
Definition 7. For language A C{O, 1 }*, let 
= DLINTIA4EA 
= {B &{O, l}* : (32 E CFA)(B = MC) 
for some nondeterministic linear time bounded 
Turing machine M with oracle C} 
LTHA = U &PA 
LTH = LHT” 
LTH(V) = n{9 : V c 9 A (VA E 9)(LTHA c 9)) 
CP,A 
0 = PTIMEA 
y,A it1 = {B &{O, l}* : (3C E ,qA)(B = MC) 
for some nondeterministic polytime bounded 
Turing machine N with oracle C} 
PHA = U &FA 
PH = PH” 
PH(%‘) = n{9 : V C 9 A (VA E 9)(PHA C 9)). 
Defhition 8. Let 0 be a first order formula. An existential bounded quantifier is of the 
form (3x < y). A universal bounded quantifier is of the form (VX 6 y). The interpretation 
of 
is 
(wb GY A ei. 
The interpretation of 
is 
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Definition 9. Let F be a collection of function symbols. Then da(F) is the smallest 
class of formulas V? such that 
(i) 11~ t2 and tt = t2 belong to %‘, where ti ,t2 are first order terms built from 
variables and function symbols of 9 
(ii) if 8, cp belong to V then so do -0, 8 A cp, (3 V cp 
(iii) if 13 belongs to %’ then so do (3x < t)0, (Vx < t)0 for any variable x and term t 
built from variables and function symbols of 9, provided that x is not free in t. 
Moreover, d:(f) is the collection of predicates having do(P) definitions; i.e. an 
n-at-y predicate P C N” belongs to #(a) iff there is a formula 8(x,, . . . ,x,) E do(F) 
having free variables xi,. . . ,x, such that 
P = {(ml,..., m,) E N” : N k O(m,, .. .,m,)}. 
If 9 = (0, l,+, x} then we simply write do in place of ~o(P’).~ If A C Nk, then 
a predicate P is in AtA if it is definable in N by a do(Y) formula, where 
9’ = 9 U {CA} and function symbol CA is interpreted by the characteristic func- 
tion of A. The graph Grf(Z, y) of a function f satisfies Grf(2, y) E f(Z) = y. A 
function f is A0 if its graph is A0 definable and it is polynomially bounded; i.e. for 
some multivariate polynomial p, for all 2, f(xt,. . . ,x,,)<p(x~, . . . ,x,). The length of 
the binary representation of integer x is denoted by (xl. A function f has polyno- 
mial [resp. linear] growth if for some multivariate polynomial p [resp. constant c], 
and all 2, If(xi ,...,~,)l~p(l~~I,...,I~~l) [resp. If(x1,...,x,)/~c~C~=, \&II. Clearly, 
polynomially bounded means the same as linear growth. 
Definition 10. Let 8 be a first order 
tijer is of the form (Ck x < y). The 
(C, X6YF 
is that 
]{x<y: 0}] ZOmodk. 
formula. For integer k, the counting mod k quan- 
interpretation of 
Definition 11. Let 9 be a collection of function symbols. For a set M of integers, 
CMAo(9) is the smallest class C of formulas satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) of Definition 9 
together with 
(iv) if 8 belongs to %? then so does (Ck x <t)8, for any k E M, any variable, and any 
term t built from variables and function symbols of 9, provided that x is not free 
in t. 
Moreover, C~dt(9) is the collection of predicates having CMA,-,(F) definitions. We 
write CkAo(F) in place of C{k}Ao(F). If fl = (0, 1, +, x} then we write simply 
CkAo. As in Definition 9, this definition can be relativized to A 2 Nm, producing 
C,Ar’(F). Turing machines accept languages L C{O, 1)” and more generally k-ary 
7 We use x and interchangeably, the choice being made for typographic reasons. 
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relations R & ((0, 1 }* )k. Using binary encoding an integer x = C&xi .2’ corresponds 
to word x, . . . xa E (0, 1 } * while using dyadic encoding, an integer x = CrZ, (xi + 1). si 
uniquely corresponds to a word x,, . . .x0 E (0, 1 }*. Via either encoding Turing machines 
can be assumed to accept sets of integers or k-ary predicates on the integers. 
To extend counting to arbitrary finite groups, we introduce the following definitions. 
Definition 12. A monoid is a set with a binary associative operation, denoted by o, 
sometimes called mtdtiplication. Let Mk denote the monoid of all functions from 
(0,. . .,k-1) into (0,. . . , k- I}. Let G be a finite monoid, whose elements are identified 
with l,...,IG(. If f : N + G, then 7 : N + G is defined by T(x) = f(0) o . . . o f(x). 
If % is a complexity class of functions, then G(W), the closure of %Y under counting 
module G, is defined to be 
f--){9 :%?~~A(V~:N+G)(C&~ Eg -+G,,E~ )}. 
The class % is closed under counting mod G if G(%? ) = %7 .
Definition 13. If G is a monoid, and %? is a class of predicates, then GLTH(%?) is the 
smallest class 9 of predicates such that 
l WCC, 
l G(9) = 9, 
0 LTH(9) = 9. 
GLTH(0) is denoted by GLTH. Similarly, GPH(%?) is the smallest class 9 of predicates 
such that 
w %CC, 
l G(9) = 9, 
l PH(9) = 9. 
GPH(0) is denoted by GPH. 
The proof that LTH = At readily yields that LTHA = ArA and hence that GLTH = 
GA:, the latter is studied in [28]. 
Let I be the collection of all projection functions i,“(x,, . . ,xn) = Xk, for all n and 
1 <k <n. Let 0 be the constant (nullary function) with value zero, let S(n) = n -I- 1, 
let max be the binary maximum function, fl(x) = max(l,2x), fz(x) = max(2,x2), 
fs(x) = 2’, fn+&) = &j,(l), where f(‘)(x) is f(f(. . . f(x). . .)) with i many 
occurrences of f. For s 2 1, let /Is(x) = max( 1,x + [xl-““1 ). Let COMP be the operation 
of function composition, and BR be the operation of bounded recursion, allowing the 
definition of f from g,h, k as follows: 
f(x + 1, y’) = 4-T v’, f (X> 3) 
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provided that f(x, y’) <k(x, y’). By [fi,. . . , f ,,,; 01,. . , On] denote the smallest class of 
functions containing f 1,. . , fm and closed under the operations 01,. . . , 0,. Define 8f 
to be [f, 0, Z, S; COMP, BR 1, 6' = 60, and 8”” = &Tf,+,. If 9 is a class of functions, 
then .F* denotes the class of relations whose characteristic function belongs to F. 
With this notation, Bel’tyukov proves the following. ’ 
Theorem 14 (Bel’tyukov [4]). 
(i) &f = SRM( f("(l)),f(oc'))) 
(ii) &2, = 8: implies 62, = 8O, 
(iii) For s3 1, &t = (Gfl,), 
(iv) SRM(II O('),O) = d;. 
To situate Bel’tyukov’s work, note that it is well-known that if LTH = LINSPA~E 
then 6!+ = a’,. Modulo well-known results of Wrathall [37] and Bennett [5] equating 
dt and LTH, and of Ritchie [31] equating 6: with LINSPACE, we mention the following 
result. 
Theorem 15 (Bel’tyukov [4]). 
SRM(i'l '('),o)= LTH , 
SRM(?Z'('),,'('))= LINSPACE . 
In [29], Paris and Wilkie extend Bel’tyukov’s result to characterize SRM(#('), l), 
SRM(~~('), 2) and SRM(FI @‘),3), the latter two of which are surprisingly equal. 
Theorem 16 ((Paris and Wilkie [29]). 
(i) SRM(#('), 1) = &At, 
(ii) SRM(?I '(I), 2) = C6Af, 
(iii) SRM(?Z~('),~) = CGA:. 
Letting S,, denote the full symmetric group of all permutations on n letters, Paris et 
al., proved the following extension of Bel’tyukov’s work. 9 
Theorem 17 ((Paris et al. [28])). 
SRM(I1 , '(') k) = &+~LTH. 
’ Part (i) of Theorem 14 states that c?f is the class of functions computed by a stack register machine where 
the registers are bounded by an iterate (and not a power) of the function f. In [4] Bel’tyukov actually 
proves in (iv) of Theorem 14 that SRM(n ‘(‘) 0) = RUD, where RUD is the class of rudimentary predicates. , 
In [5], Bennett proves that RUD = dt. 
' Warning. In the notation of [28], Theorem 17 is stated as Space(k) = &A:, where the authors there 
define Space(k) to be the set of languages computed by a stack register machine with polynomial bounds 
on stack registers, and where numbers in the work register are strictly less than k (our notation allows <k, 
hence the discrepancy). 
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Definition 18. Let Q be a finite set {ai , . . . , a,,} of integers. A Q-SRM is a stack register 
machine which allows one instruction of the form 
if 41 then ti = ti + al 
if 1#2 then ti = ti + a2 
if &, then ti = ti + a, 
for each i and each q E Q, where the 4i form a partition, and each 4i is a quantifier 
free formula built up from 0, 1, +, x in the variables x”, i, Y. 
Paris et al. additionally proved the following. 
Theorem 19 ((Paris et al. [28])). 
(i) { 1,2} - SRM(n’(‘), 0) = LTH , 
(ii) { 1,n + 1) - SRM(#(‘), 0) = Z,!LTH , 
(iii) {1,&n + l} - SRM(n’(‘),O) = &LTH . 
In [22], Hicks raised the question of whether nondeterminism increases the power 
of stack register machines. In this paper, we partially answer this question by showing 
that nondeterminism for stack register machines with constant bounds for the work 
register is no more powerful than determinism. It is important to mention that our 
work left open the case for work register bounds of 2 and 3. Using different techniques, 
W.G. Handley later solved this problem in [17]. 
3. Presburger and Skolem arithmetic 
As a warm up to the study of nondeterminism, we illustrate Bel’tyukov’s proof tech- 
nique by studying Presburger and Skolem arithmetic. Sets A 2 N” definable by first or- 
der formulas in the signature (0, 1, +, =} [resp. (0, 1, x, =}] are known as Presburger 
[resp. Skolem] sets. By quantifier elimination, such sets are equivalently definable by 
bounded quantifier formulas in an appropriately enriched signature. Since stack registers 
correspond loosely to bounded quantifiers (the proof of equivalence uses Bel’tyukov’s 
looping lemma technique explained below), these new results serve as a simple intro- 
duction to the techniques we later refine to prove the main results of this paper. 
Recall that O(X) = {f : (3, d)(Vx)(f(x) d c . x + d)}. 
Definition 20. A set A C Nk is a Presburger set if there is a first order formula C$ in 
the signature (0, 1, +, =} such that 
A = (2 E Nk : N f= c@)}. 
Lemma 21. IfA is Presburger then A E SM[+](O(n),O). 
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Proof. If A C N” is Presburger, then by the well-known quantifier elimination theorem 
of Presburger (see p. 320 of [33] for example) A can be defined by a boolean combina- 
tion of quantijer free formulas in the extended signature (0, 1, +, <, MOD}, where the 
ternary predicate MOD(X, y,z) means x G y ( mod z), and by convention we will assume 
that TMOD(X, y,z) holds for z = 0 or z = 1. A SRM[+](O(n), 0) program for addition 
x1 +x2 is given by the following. 
1. if xi+x2=tOthen4else2 
2. to := to + 1 
3. got0 1 
4. halt 
By Lemma 6 together with the program of Example 3, it follows that any set defined 
by atomic formula tl (xl,. . . ,x,) < tz(x1, . . . , x,,) can be computed in SRM[+](O(n),O). 
The predicate MOD(X, y, z) can be computed by the following pseudocode, where we 
recall that a stack register machine accepts if it halts with top register 0. 
begin 
if z=O or z=l 
return I 
else if x=y 
return 0 












else if u+w=v 
return 0 
else 




To implement the pseudocode on a stack register machine, input x, y,z initially 
appears in input registers. Letting u [resp. V] denote the top [resp. second to top] stack 
register, by the technique mentioned in Remark 5, one can implement the assignment 
u := x, u := y, w := z, as well as the increment instruction w := w + z. The 
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branching instructions can be supported in SM[+], as well as the goto instruction. 
The computation always terminates, and all numbers appearing at any time in the stack 
registers will be bounded by x + y + z. Thus MOD(X, y,z) E SRM[+](O(n), 0). Finally 
if B, C E SRM[+](O(n), 0) then it is straightforward to see that Nk -B, B U C, B n C 
are as well. By induction it follows that any set definable by a quantifier free formula 
in signature (0, 1, +, <,MOD} belongs to SRM[+](U(n),O). Cl 
Lemma 22. If A E SZM+](oo, 0) then A is Presburger. 
Proof. Let M be a stack register machine with input registers xi,. . . ,x,, stack registers 
ti,..., tk and no work register. 
Claim 1 (Normalization). Machine A4 is equivalent to a machine M’ dejined by 
where the 6i are jirst order formulas in signature (0, 1, +, < } forming a partition. 
Proof of claim. Let Zi be the instruction 
ti := ti + 1 
if it occurs in M’s programs. For i <k, j <k + 1 if to, . . . , tk, x1,. . . ,x, are the contents 
of M’s registers after executing 4, then define formula &(to, . , tk,xl, . . . ,xm) SO that 
a j < k and the next increment instruction to be executed is Zj. 
l j = k + 1 and A4 will halt before performing another incremental instruction. 
Now M’s program has a finite number / of instructions. Since M’s program has 
no save instructions r := t involving work register r, it follows that M can execute 
at most / instructions between any two incremental instructions - otherwise A4 would 
loop forever. It is now clear that 4i,i(<x’) can be expressed as a quantifier free formula 
in signature { 0, 1, +, < }. 
For j<k+ 1 define 0, to be 
. 
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Clearly the 0, are quantifier free formulas in the signature (0, 1, f, < } satisfying the 
claim. 0 
Claim 2 (Looping lemma). Suppose A4 is a machine of the form 
where the Bi are first order formulas in signature (0, 1, +, <}, and k> 1. Then there 
is an equivalent machine M’ of the form 
where the 6, are $rst order formulas in signature (0, 1, +, < }. Note that the Bi depend 
on to,tl,..., tk while the &i depend only on tl, . . . , tk. The efSect of the looping lemma 
is to jind an equivalent machine with one jkwer stack register. 
Proof of Claim. In the computation of M on input xi , . . .,x, suppose that M currently 
has to = 0 whereas tl , . . . , tk have any arbitrary values. Now as long as 00 holds, A4 
will increment to. Since the first instant where 00 does not hold can be defined in a 
first order manner, one can dispense with stack register to altogether. Formally, for 
1 bi<k + 1 define Bi to be 
!hvS’ < S[eo(S’, tl, . . , tk,i?) A leo(S, tl, . . . , tk,?) A ei(s, tl, . . . , tk,?)]. 
Clearly the si satisfy the requirements of the claim. 0 
Returning to the proof of the lemma, if A E SM[+](co,O), then let M be a stack 
register machine computing A. The only requirement on A4 is that it terminate on every 
input, regardless of stack register bound. By Claim 1, A4 is equivalent to a normal- 
ized machine MC’). Applying Claim 2 successively k times, each time eliminating the 
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smallest indexed stack register, produces machine A4ck) with pseudocode 
if &(r,,Z) then rk := tk + 1 
if 19;+,(r,,Z) then halt 
Since a stack register machine accepts input x’ iff the top stack tk is empty, the set A 
can be defined by x’ E A ej 0;+,(O,Q. Cl 
Example 23. By convention, a SRlr4 program begins with the instruction to := to + 1. 
Modifying Example 3 produces the following program M for inequality xl <x2: 
1. to := to + 1 
2. if tl =x2 then 3 else 4 
3. if ?I =x1 then 8 else 7 
4. if rr =x1 then 8 else 5 
5. tr := tt + 1 
6. if to = to then 2 else 2 
7. t2 := t2 + 1 
8. halt 
To present the normalization M’ of M, the formulas 4ij(to, tr, t2,xt,x2) must be de- 
scribed, for i<2, j63. 
. 40,0(V), h,o(V), 42,0(G), 42,1(G), 42,263 are 0 # 0. 
l +0,1(53, ELI are 4 #x2 Ah #XI. 
l 40,2(G), 41,2(V) are 4 = x2 A 6 # XI. 
l c$o,~(cZ), c#)I,~(<X’) are (tr #x2 A tr = XI) V (tl =x2 A tl = xl), which simplifies to 
tr = Xl. 
0 42,3(~2) is 0 = 0. 
Thus M’ is of the form 
where 
0 0&?) is 
(+O,O A tO # 0) v (41,O A tl # 0) V (42,O A t2 # 0) V A ti = 0. 
i<2 
Since &,o, $~,a, and &,o, are 0 # 0, the previous formula is equivalent to 
(to = 0 A tl = 0 A t2 = 0). 
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(40,l A to # 0) v (41,l A tt # 0 A to = 0) v (42,l A t2 # 0 A tl = 0 A to = 0). 
Recall that &,I is 0 # 0, so the third disjunct can be dropped. This gives 
(tl #XI A tl # xz A to # 0) V (tl #XI A tl #x2 A tl # 0 A to = 0) 
or equivalently 
(tl #XI AtI #%)A(to#OVtl #O). 
l 8&x’) is 
(40.2 A to # 0) V (41,2 A tl # 0 A to = 0) V (42,2 A t2 # 0 A tl = 0 A to = 0). 
Recall that 42,~ is 0 # 0, so the third disjunct can be dropped. This gives 
(t, = x7_ A t1 # x1 A to # 0) V (tl = x2 A tl #x1 A tl # 0 A to = 0) 
which simplifies to 
(tl = x2 A tl # XI) A (to # 0 V tl # 0). 
0 193((Z) is 
(4’0.3 A to # 0) v (451,3 A tl # 0 A to = 0) v (42,3 A t2 # 0 A f~ = 0 A to = 0). 
Recall that 42,3 is 0 = 0 and so can be dropped. We have 
(t, = xl A to # 0) V (tl = xl A t1 # 0 A to = 0) V (t2 # 0 A tl = 0 A to = 0) 
hence 
(t, = xl A (to # 0 V tl # 0)) V (t2 # 0 A t, = 0 A to = 0). 
In words, what this algorithm says is first to increment to, then to increment tl until it 
equals XI or x2, then to increment t2 if x2 < x1, while t2 = 0 if XI <x2, as desired. 
From the previous two lemmas, the following theorem is immediate. 
Theorem 24. Presburger = SRM[+](cq 0) = SM[+](O(n), 0). 
Definition 25. A set A C (N+)k of k-tuples of positive integers is a Skolem set if there 
is a first order formula $J in the signature (0, 1, x, =} such that 
A = (2 E (N+)k : N + 4(x’)}. 
Skolem, and later Cegielski [7] proved a quantifier elimination theorem for the theory 
of integer multiplication, thus showing the theory to be decidable. Complexity analysis 
of Presburger and Skolem arithmetic have been carried out. See Smorynski’s deiightful 
text [33] for a discussion of various first order theories of arithmetic. 
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We have seen that 
PRES = SRM[+](@?Z), 0) 
= SRM[+]@(‘), 0) 
= SRM[+](CO, 0). 
In view of the formal similarities between Presburger and Skolem arithmetic, it is 
natural to conjecture that 
SKOLEM = SRM[ X](O(tZ), 0) 
= SRM[ X](F?‘(‘), 0) 
= SRM[ X](cO, 0). 
As will be shown, this is not true - stack register machines implicitly admit the succes- 
sor function s(x) and inequality <, which with multiplication allows them to compute 
sets more complicated than Skolem sets. 
Lemma 26. The divisibility predicate XI y is computable in SRM[ x](n, 0). 
Proof. Assume first that x, y 3 1. Machine A4 has input registers x, y and stack registers 
to,tt . At termination, M will contain 0 in the top register tt if xly, else 1. 
1. to := to + 1 
2. if x. to = y then 5 else 3 
3. if to = y then 4 else 1 
4. tt := tt + 1 
5. halt 
It is easy to add several instructions to handle the case where x or y is 0. 0 
Definition 27. Integers x, y are coprime, denoted x I y, if the greatest common de- 
nominator gcd(x, y) of x, y is 1. 
Lemma 28. The coprimality relation x I y is computable in s~~[x](O(rz),O). 
Proof. Assume first that 2 bx, y and that 1(x1 y) and ~(ylx). Consider the following 
pseudocode. 
to := 2 
while to < min(x,y) do 
if t& and toly then 
halt 
else 
to := to + 1 
endif 
end while 
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if to = min(x, y) then 
t1 := 1 
end if 
A stack register machine to compute 
to = min(x, y) 
is given by the following stack register machine. 
1. if to=x then 5 else 2 
2. if to=y then 5 else 3 
3. to:=to+1 
4. got0 I 
5. halt 
By composing a modification of this program with a modified version of Example 3 
for < and with a program arising from Lemma 26, it is an uninteresting and tedious 
exercise to describe a stack register machine program for the above pseudocode with 
no work register and where stack registers are bounded by O(n), where n = max(x, y). 
Using the program in Lemma 26, one can additionally handle the special cases where 
x = O,l, y = O,l, xly, or ylx. Cl 
Theorem 29. 
SRM[X](n '('),o) = sRM[+,X](#),O) = LTH. 
Proof. In [36], Woods proved that the predicates x + y = z and x . y = z are definable 
by bounded quantifier formulas involving only 6 and 1. By Lemma 28, the predicate 
I is computable in SRM[ x](n, 0), so by Woods’ theorem (since bounded quantification 
is easy to simulate using stack register machines) the predicate x + y = z is computable 
in SRM[X](?l,o). 0 
Let REC denote the collection of recursive predicates. 
Theorem 30. 
SRM[X](00,0) = REC. 
Proof. By Woods’ theorem, the recursively enumerable relations are those which can 
be defined over the integers by a block of unbounded existential quantifiers followed 
by a bounded quantifier formula in the signature {I, d }. Recursive relations are those 
A such that A and its complement 2 are so definable. Since coprimality is computable 
in SRM[X](~,~), the result is immediate. 0 
Note that our definition of SRM(OO, 0) requires that the stack register machine M 
terminate on all inputs, where stack registers are bounded by some arbitrary function 
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g, and the work register is bounded by 0. It is for this reason that SRM[ x](co, 0) defines 
the recursive predicates, rather than the arithmetic predicates. 
The remainder of the paper investigates nondeterministic stack register machines and 
in part uses nondetetministic analogues of the normalization lemma and looping lemma 
illustrated in Theorem 24. Hopefully this illustration will aid the reader in following 
our presentation of results on nondeterminism. 
4. Nondeterminism 
Definition 31. A nondeterministic stack register machine over 9, denoted NSRM[~], 
is defined by replacing the branching instruction (i) by the following instruction (i’) 
in Definition 1: 
(i’) if f(zi,. . ,z,) = Z,+I then al,. . . ,a, else bi,. . . ,b,. 
Here, the Ui, bj are line numbers. 
Upon execution, if the condition f (~1,. . , z,, ) = z,,,] holds when tested, then the 
next instruction to be executed may be any one of al,. . . , a,.. If the condition does 
not hold, then any one of bl , . . . , b, may be executed. An input xi,. . .,x, is accepted 
by a NSRM[~] with program II , . . . ,Ip if there is a sequence si,. . ,sq of instructions 
such that si = 1 (the line number of the first instruction, which by convention is 
to := to + l), sq = p (by convention 1, is the halt instruction), and for every i < q 
if si is the line number of a branching instruction and f(zi, . . . ,zn) = z,,+I holds then 
Sifl E {al,... , a,}, else si+i E {bl,. . . , b,}, where al,. . . ,a,., bl,. . . , b, correspond to the 
line numbers mentioned in the nondeterministic branching instruction. 
Definition 32. A conjiguration of an SRM[.F] is an m + k + 3-tuple (i,xl, . . .,x,, to, 
. . . , tk, r), where i is the current instruction to be executed, xi . . . ,x, is the input, 
to,..., tx the contents of the stack registers, and r the contents of the work regis- 
ter. The initial conjiguration is (1,x], . . . ,x,, 0,. . . ,O,O). A halting conjiguration is 
(/,x1 ,~~~,&?l,to,~~~, t,+,r), where / is the number of instructions in program P. It is not 
difficult to show that all branching instructions may be assumed to be of the form 
if f(zi,..., zn) = z,+i then a, b else c, d. 
If Zi is the branching instruction 
if f(G) = v then a, b else c, d 
then 
z,,?,<r) FM (a,.?,<r) 
and (’ 
(i,Z,ir) FM (b,x’,F,r) 
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provided that f(Z) = v, where f E F and ii, v are among .?,c Y, 0, while 
(i,_?,Zr) t-M (c,x’,,Zr) 
and 
(i,lS,<r) FM (d,Z,<r) 
if ,f(u’) # u. If Z, is the incremental instruction 
tj I= tj + 1 
then 
(ix to ,...,tj-_l,tj,tj+l,...,tk,r)~_M (i+ l,~,Oo,...,O,tj+ 12tj+l,...2tk.r). 
If Zi is the save instruction 
r :=z 
for z in ?,i,r,O, then 
(i,x’,i,r) 1~ (i+ l,.?,(z). 
The reflexive transitive closure of tM is noted by l-b. 
Definition 33. The computation tree Tf of a SRM[B] on input x’ is a tree T such that 
l the initial configuration CO = (1,x’, 0,. . . ,O, 0) E T and is the root of T. 
l if C E T, C t-,,,, D, then D E T, provided that for no configuration Ci, i < n, 
occurring on the path CO FM Ci FM . . . tM C-t tM C, = C in T from the root Co 
to C is it the case that C = Ci. 
If co tM.. . t_M ci t . . . t C, = C and Ci = C,, for some i < n, where CO is the root 
of T and CO,..., C, E T then C is called a repeating configuration. Note that leaves 
of T are either halting or repeating configurations. 
Definition 34. A relation L C N” is accepted by a NSRM[~] machine M with stack 
register bound f and work register bound g, denoted L E NSRM[~](~,~) if L consists 
of those inputs XI,. . . ,x, accepted by M and 
(i) for all xi,. .,x,, the computation tree Tz is finite, 
(ii) for all xi,...,x,, and for any configuration (i,x’,i,r) E Tz it is the case that 
tj<f(max{xi,...,x,}), for i<k 
and 
rGg(max{xI,...,x,}). 
Let P be a program for a NSRM[~] with instructions numbered 1,. . , L. As before, 
we assume that the first instruction is to := to + 1 and the /-th instruction is halt. 
Suppose that P has 80 branching instructions, the line numbers of which form the set 
BRANCHp = {n~,...,tZ~,} 
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and Li incremental instructions, the line numbers of which form the set 
INCRp = {?72,,...,?72/,}. 
Define the function 
0 if i E BRANCH~, and 
t&p(i) = 
i is the line number of 
“if 0 then a, b else c, d” 
( xl = x1 else 
which maps the set { 1,. . . , t} of line numbers into the set of formulas with variables 
xi,. . . ,x,,,, to,. . . , tk, r. Define stackp : mc~p -+ { 1,. . . , 8) by stackp(i) = j if line i is of 
the form “tj := tj + 1”. Suppose that P has /2 Save instructions, which form the set 
SAVEp = {T-,,...,?-f2}. 
A setting of P is a mapping 
CJ: BRANCHp --f {&I} 
where o(i) = 0 (resp. 1) corresponds to the assertion that t&p(i) holds (resp. does 
not hold). 
Clearly, there are at most 2” settings for a program P of 8 lines. For each setting (T 
of P, we associate a digraph G, whose vertices { 1,. . . , t} form the set of line numbers 
of P, and whose (directed) edges are of the form (i,j) where i E BRANCH~ is the line 
number of a branching instruction of the form 
if 0 then a, b else c,d 
and 
o(i)=0 + jE{a,b} 
o(i) = 1 + jE{c,d) 
Note that there may be cycles in the digraph G,, and that G, is not strongly connected 
since program P contains at least one incremental instruction to := to + 1. A vertex i 
of G, is terminal if there is no j in { 1,. . . , t} for which (i, j) is a directed edge of 
G,. All terminal vertices of G, are line numbers of either incremental, save or halt 
instructions. The predicate Accp,o(i, j), meaning that instruction j is accessible from 
instruction i within setting cr is defined by 
Accp,,(i, j) 3 “there exists a (directed) path inG, from i to j”. 
Since P has L’ lines, G, has L+ vertices, so there is a path from i to j iff there is 
a path from i to j of length at most 8 - 1. It follows that ACC~,, is expressible by 
a boolean combination of atomic formulas in the variables xi,. . .,x,,,, to,. . . , tk, r. Note 
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that all intermediate instructions in such a path from i to j are branching instructions 
which do not change the values in the stacks or work registers. 
Definition 35. A multivalued function is an n+ 1-ary predicate H satisfying 
(VX,,... >xnF~Wh,. . . ,xn, Y> 
though not necessarily 
By abuse of notation, H(Z) = y and y E H(2) may both be written in place of H(x’, y). 
If H is a multivalued function and Y is the work register of a stack register machine, 
then the assignment statement 
r := H(Z) 
is an abbreviation for the (nondeterministic) assignment 
(3~)(ff(Z Y) A r := Y). 
This convention slightly simplifies notation below. 
Lemma 36 (Normalization Lemma). Let M be a NSRM[F] machine with input reg- 
isters XI,. . . ,x,, stack registers to,. . . , tk, work register r, and program P consisting 
of instructions numbered 1,. . . , /. Then there is an equivalent program P’ with one 
instruction and which is of the form 




if& then tk := tk $ l;r :=H&,r); 
got0 1; 
if &+I then halt. 
where the +i are exhaustive but not necessarily exclusive, and the Hi are multi- 
functions. Moreover, the 4i and Hi are boolean combinations of atomic formulas in 
the variables 2, < r. 
Proof. For I < e, define SEQSETTING~,~ to be 
{F : F maps (0,. . . , I} into { 0 : (T a setting of P}) 
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and SEQSLINENOS~,~ to be 
{G : G maps (0,. . . ,A} into (1,. . ,t}} 
and define 
modify,( 0, i) = 
0 if i 6 SAVEp, 
@[r/z] if i E ~~~~p,line i of the form “Y :=z”. 
Here @[r/z] is the result of substituting Y by z in 0. Let 0’ = 0 and 0’ z 10. 
For i< k, let Zi be the line number of the (unique) incremental instruction ti := ti + 1. 
Additionally, let &+I be the line number of the (unique) halt instruction. 
Suppose that program P has e lines. For F E SEQSETTING~,:, and G E SEQSLINENOS~,~., 
let PATH(i,j,XI,. ..,Xm,tO, . . . , tk,r, F, G, IL) be defined by 
(A Oil<2 G(a) E SAVEp) A G(0) = Ii A G(A) 
=IjA(A O<a<._lACC~~(x)(G(~) + 1, G(a + 1))) 
. 
The free variables of PATH include 13,cr because they can appear in test and modzfjy. 
The intent is that PAwp( i, j, 2, < r, F, G, ,I) holds iff F is a sequence of 1+ 1 <e settings, 
G is a sequence of II + 1 <L’ line numbers, all but the first and last of which are save 
instructions, between any two of which there is a sequence of only branching instruc- 
tions (expressed using ~ccp,,). Furthermore, in PATHp(i, j,xl, . . . ,x,, to,. . , tk, r, F, G, 2) 
the values of t 0,. . . , tk, r form the contents of the stack and work registers immediately 
after execution of the incremental instruction ti := ti + 1. Branching instructions do not 
modify the contents of the stack and work registers. The formula 
modify,( testp(/l)(F(a))(B), G(a)) 
results from taking the test condition 0 (of the form f(zl, . ,z,,) = z,+l) in instruction 
i of the form 
if 0 then a, b else c, d 
and replacing the contents of the registers according to instruction c( and then taking 
either the resulting formula or its negation, according to the setting F(u). Note that 
G(O), G(I) are incremental instructions, and that for 0 < CI < I, G(a) is a save 
instruction. Hence, for c1 Gil, G(a) is a terminal vertex of the digraph G, and that the 
next instruction executed by machine M after G(M) is G(a) + 1, by sequential flow of 
control. The condition 
A A modz~yp(testp(p)(F(a))(B), G(a)) 
O<a<i fiEBRANCHp 
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ensures that the sequence of settings and line numbers correspond to a correct compu- 
tation path. 
For 0 <j d k + 1, let ~&XI,. . . ,x,, to,. . . , tk, Y) be defined by 
FESEQSETTING,; GESEQSETTING,, 
v O<i<k [PATHP(i,j,Xi,...,X,,to,...,tk,r,F,G,~) 
A(ti #OAAi,<iti’ =O)V(j=OA~,<,ti=O)] 
For j<k+ 1, let Hi(xl,..., x,,to ,..., tk,y,Y) be 
FESEQSETTING,, GESEQLINENOS, ,
AG(1, - 1) is the line number of an instruction of the form? := t” A y = t]. 
With $j,Hj thus defined, it is left to the reader to verify the conclusion of the lemma. 
Since the number of lines C! of the program P is fixed and independent of the input, 
it is not difficult to see that 9 E SEQSETTING~,?. and G E SEQLINENOSP,~ can be rewritten 
in a fashion using only boolean combinations of atomic formulas. 0 
Definition 37. Let G be a finite monoid. If R C N x G is a multivalued function, then 
i? C N x G is the relation satisfying R(x, v) iff 
(3f : (0,. . . ,x} + G)(b'idx)[R(i,f(i)) A f(O) 0 . . .O f(x) = ~1, 
The closure NG(%) of a class %? under nondeterministic counting mod G is the smallest 
class 9 containing %? satisfying 
(VR C N x G)[R multivalued function AR E 9 -+ ?? E 91. 
Definition 38. NGLTH is the smallest class %? satisfying 
(I) 4 E q> 
(2) NG(%) = %‘, 
(3) D E %? =+ LTH(D) E %Y. 
In the following, by ALINTIME, we mean alternating linear time on a Turing machine 
(see PI>. 
Theorem 39. Let G be any jinite monoid. Then NGLTH c ALINTIME. 
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Proof. Clearly, ALINTIME satisfies conditions 1,3 of Definition 38. It suffices to show 
that ALINTIME is closed under nondeterministic counting mod G, in order to prove 
that NGLTH C ALINTIME . To this end, let R C N x G be a multi-function belonging 
to ALINTIME . Assume WLOG that x> 1. Recall that R(x, y) holds iff there exists a 
function f: {0,.,.,x} + G for which (Vidx)R(i, f(i)) and n,,,f(i) = y. 
We will show that R belongs to ALINTIME by defining a 2-person game which on 
input (x, y) E N x G consists of [log, x1 rounds (a round consists of a move by player 
1 followed by a move of player 2). Player 1 will win the game if @x - 1, y) holds, 
otherwise player 2 will win. The entire game can be performed in linear time and 
hence corresponds to a computation in alternating linear time. 
Let yo = y and define the interval ZO = (0, 1, . ,2r”‘sz ‘1 - 1 }, and let MAX denote 
the maximum element of ZO. Player 1 begins by claiming that R(x - 1, yo) holds and by 
furnishing two elements yi, yi’ E G, whose product is yo. The idea is that if ??(x - 1, y) 
holds exactly if there exists a function f : ZO + G for which 
(Vi < 2T’og2*1)[(i < x + R(i, f(i))) A (x<i + f(i) = Ida)] 
and &,, f(i) = y where idc is the identity element of G. Player 1 claims that 
nicl/ = Y{ and nit’;’ = Y;, where Zi,Z:’ are the equal sized left and right halves of 
ZO. Player 2 challenges either the first or second claim of player 1. 
In the i-th play, O<i < MAX, player 1 does the following: 
(i) gives two elements y;+, , yii, E G such that yi = y:,, 0 y::, , 
(ii) claims that (3fi+, : Z;+l + G) such that 
(Vi E Z;+,)[i < x -+ R(i, f’(i)) Axdi -+ f’(i) = idc] 
and that 
&I;+, f ‘(j) = Yj+l 
where I:+, is the left half of interval Zi, 
(iii) claims that (3f2, : I::, + G) such that 
(Vi E Z,ll)[i < x + R(i, f”(i)) Ax<i + f”(i) = idc] 
and that 
where Z,!:, is the right half of interval Zi. 
As response in the ith round for i < MAX, player 2 either challenges claim (i), or 
challenges claim (ii) and sets Zi+t = Z~+,,yi+l = yi+, or challenges claim (iii) and sets 
li+l =$:*v Yi+l = .Yii,- Player 1 loses during the i-th round of the game, for i < MAX, 
if one of the following holds: 
(i) yI+t @ G or vi’+, e G, 
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(ii) yi # vi+, 0 vliI. 
Player 1 loses at the end of the game if 
(iii) 
[IMAX = {u} A((~~~AYMAx # idc>V(U < xA7R(&y~~~)]. 
Player 1 wins if he/she does not lose. Clearly 3(x - 1, y) holds iff player 1 has a 
winning strategy in the above game. Conditions (i),(ii) can be verified in constant 
time. At each round, player 2 writes a single bit, by the end of the game writing 
out value u satisfying IMAX = {u} at the end of the game (0 for left interval, 1 for 
right interval). By hypothesis on R, given u < x and yMm in G, it can be verified in 
ALINTIME whether lR(u, yMm) holds. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Bennett [5] 
has shown that the graph of exponentiation (i.e. the ternary relation ub = c) belongs 
to LTH. Now one can existentially guess values b, c < 2 . x and in LTH verify that 
2’ = c and that c is the least power of 2 greater than or equal to x. It follows that 
R E ALINTIME . 0 
Definition 40. If G is a group, then the commutator of elements a, b E G is the 
element aba-‘b-l. The commutator subgroup of G, denoted by G’, is the subgroup 
of G generated by all the commutators of G. 
Definition 41. Let G be a group with identity element e. A subgroup H of G is a 
normal subgroup of G if for every h E H, g E G it is the case that ghg-’ E H. The 
group G is solvable if there is a finite chain G = Go > Gt > . . > G, = {e} such that 
each Gi+i is a normal subgroup of Gi, and each factor group Gi/Gi+i is abelian. 
Definition 42. Let G be a finite group, G (‘) = G’, the commutator subgroup of G, 
G@) = (G(l))‘, the commutator subgroup of G(l), etc. Let [G,G] denote G(“) such that 
G = Go>G, >... > G, and (Gc”)) = G(“). 
Fact 43. If G is a finite group, then G is solvable ifs [G, G] = {e}, 
Proof. Lemma 5.10 on p. 211 of [21]. 0 
By the previous fact, if G is a finite unsolvable group (such as Sk, for k>5) then 
[G, G] is its own commutator subgroup; i.e. for ai, bi E [G,G], the finite product 
ny=laibiai’b,’ E [G,G]. Th’ is k ey observation was used by D. Barrington [2] in 
his proof that (uniform) bounded width polynomial size branching programs compute 
exactly the functions in ALOGTIME. 
Theorem 44. Let G be any jinite, unsolvable group. Then ALINTIME = GLTH =NGLTH. 
Proof. Clearly GLTH c NGLTH which by the previous result is contained in ALINTIME. 
For the converse direction, suppose that A4 is an alternating linear time bounded 
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Turing machine which accepts a language A C C*. Thus A4 = (Q, C,qstart, c&1,61, k), 
where 
(i) Q is a finite set of states, partitioned by Q = Qv U Qn U {act, rej}, 
(ii) C is a finite input alphabet, I is a finite alphabet for the k work tapes, 
(iii) qstarf E Qv, 
(iv) &,6i are two transition functions satisfying 
&, 6, : Qv x rk ---f Q,, x rk x {L,R}k+’ 
&,& : Q,, x rk + (Qv u {ucc,Y~~}) x r x {L,R}k+‘. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that M terminates on every input x after exactly 
c . Ix/ steps, where c is even. As well, A4 can be assumed to existentially guess the 
input bit in C and then universally verify its correctness at the end of the computation. 
There is a linear time bounded (deterministic) Turing machine M’ which, given input 
x,s where s encodes a “choice sequence” (s(O), . . . , s(cn - 1 )), with s(i) E (0, l} for 
i < cn, and simulates A4 by applying the transition function 6,(i) at the ith step. Clearly 
M(x) accepts iff 
(3~0 < 1 )(Vyl d 1) . . . W/y,,- I d 1 )M’(x, (~0,. . . , yCn- 1)) accepts. 
The computation tree T(x) for the computation of the alternating machine A4 on input 
x thus gives rise to a fully balanced formula (circuit which is a tree), where leaves 
are labeled by act, rej and consists of alternating A, V levels with V at the root. 
By construction, the depth of Z’(X) is thus ~1x1, where c is even. Except for the case 
x = 0, T(x) has 2’1’1 <2”s2@“) . 2’ = 2’ . xc many leaves. Let e = [log,( ICI)1 and 
m = 4’. Thus m is the smallest power of 4 greater than or equal to IG]. Since G is 
nonsolvable, [G, G] # {e}. Without loss of generality, assume G = [G, G], hence every 
element g E G is a product ni_,maibio[‘bil of commutators (some of the ai,bi may 
be the identity e). We fix a lookup table which for each g E G, associates a sequence 
(oibiU,‘b,” 1 i < m) of commutators whose product is g. Using Barrington’s argument 
[2], given an element g E G and a tree T(x) arising from a computation of A4 on x, 
we describe a word wr(x) in the elements of G such that 
i 
e if A4 accepts x, 
wT(x) = 
g else. 
By induction on the depth of node A in T(x), we describe a word WA(g) such that 
WA(g) = 
e if node A evaluates to 1, 
g else. 
Case 1: The depth is 0 and A is a leaf of T(x). In this case, 
w‘4(g) = 
e if A is an accepting node, 
g else. 
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Case 2: The depth d + 1 is even, A = (B V C) In this case, 
w/i(g) = wlvc(g) 
= n [w4(ai)wdh)w,4(a~ )w(bi'>l . e '21n(16m)~ 
itm 
Case 3: The depth d + 1 is odd, A = (B A C) In this case, 
which is 
iJJm[WA(b,ii)b,-i e(‘6m)d-’ . Wfj(a,ii)a,_i . e(‘6m)d-’ 
~~(&_~)b,i~ . e(‘6my’-’ . wB(am_j)a,ii . e(‘6m)d-‘] 
.e8m('6'+4m. naibia,'b;' 
i-cm 
It is easy to verify by induction on depth that 
w4(g) = 
1 
e if A evaluates to 1, 
g else. 
Also, by induction on depth, one verifies that if A is a node of depth d in T(x), then 
Iw/,(g)l = (16m)d = (42 . 4’)d = 4 d(Cf2). When d = ~1x1, a calculation shows that 
jwr@,(g)l <4X2c(‘+2). 
Claim. There exists a do function H such that for all y < JwqX)(g)I, H(x,y) is the 
yth element of the word wrcX.(g). 
Proof. Before proving the claim, note that from the claim, 
XEL(M) * wr(x)(g) = e * H(x,4$(“+*)) = e 
which proves the theorem. From the linear time machine M’ previously described, there 
is a linear time computable F such that for all x and all i < 2’ . xc, we have 
0 if ith leaf of T(x) is rej, 
F(x, i) = 
1 ’ 
1 if ith leaf of T(x) is act, 
2 if i > 4x2~(f+*) 
Consider the following algorithm, which on input x, y begins at the root of T(x), keeps 
track of the current depth and sequence of bits (0 for left, 1 for right), and progresses 
towards the leaves in determining the element of G corresponding to the yth symbol in 
the word wr(x)(g). This algorithm uses 0(1x1) space, and repeatedly looks up the new 
value of o in the fixed look up table of products of commutators, and then decides 
which of cases 1,2,3 applies. 
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Input: g E G, x2 1, yB 1. 
Output: wy if wTCx) = WI,. . . , w2+, for 1 < y <2clxi. 
In the following, comments begin with % to the end of the line. We will assume 
that 1 < y 6 2’lxl, otherwise output “out of range”. 
a := g; 
d := ~1x1; 
z := Y; 
len := (164; 
continue := (d>O); 
bit := 0; 
while continue do 
len := len div 16m; 
d := d-i; 
look up a = niCrnaibiaz"bl" from table 
if d even then % case 2 
M := 4*len; 
for i := 0 to m-l do 
case 
z E [iM+l, iM+len] : 
begin a := CZi; bit := 2*bit; end; 
zE [iM+len+i, iM+2*lenl : 
begin a:=bi; bit := 2*bit+l; end; 
ZE [iM+2*len+l, iM+S*len] : 
begin a:= a,'; bit := 2*bit; end; 
ZE [iM+3*len+l, iM+4*len] : 
begin a:= b,‘; bit := 2*bit+l; end; 
case 
endfor; 
if z E [4m*len+l, lGm*lenl then 
w,:=e; continue := false; 
endif; 
endif; %end of case 2 
if d odd then %case 3 
M := Wlen; 
for i := 0 to m-l do 
case 
z E [iM+i, iM+len]: 
begin a:= b,li; bit := 2*bit; end; 
z= iM+len+l: 
begin wy :=bm-i; continue := false; end; 
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z E [iM+len+2, iM+2*len]: 
begin wy :=e; continue := false; end; 
z E [iM+2*len+l, iM+3*len]: 
begin o:=a,L,; bit := 2*bit+i; end; 
z = iM+3*len+l: 
begin wy :=a,,_i; continue := false; end; 
z E [iM+3*len+2, iM+4*len]: 
begin wy :=e; continue := false; end; 
z E [iM+4*len+l, iM+5*len]: 
begin CT I= bm-i; bit := 2*bit; end; 
z = iM+S*len+l: 
begin wy :=bili; continue := false; end; 
z E [iM+5*len+2, iM+G*len]: 
begin wy :=e; continue := false; end; 
z E [iM+G*len+l, iM+7*len]: 
begin CT:= 0,-i; bit := 2*bit+l; end; 
z = iM+7*len+l: 
begin wy:= a,!,; continue := false; end; 
z E [iM+7*len+2, iM+B*len]: 
begin wy :=e; continue := false; end; 
endcase; 
endfor; 
if z E [8m*len+l, 16m*len-4m] then 
wy:=e; continue := false; 
endif; 
if z E [16m*len-4m+l, lGm*len] then 
for i := 0 to m-i do 
case 
z = 16m*len_4m+4i+l : wy :=ai; 
z = 16m*len-4m+4i+2 : w,:=bi; 
z = 16m*len-4m+4i+3 : wy:=uil; 
z = 16m*len-4m+4i+4 : wy := b,‘; 
endcase 
continue := false; 
endfor; 
endif; 
endif; %end of case 3 
continue := continue and (d>O); 
endwhile; 
if d=O then %casel 
if M/(x, bit) accepts then wy:=e else wy:=rr endif 
endif 
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We leave the verification of the algorithm to the reader. The operations of a div4b, 
a mod 4’ are in in linear time (even computable in the logtime hierarchy) and the fixed 
lookup table for products of commutators requires constant space. Addition, subtraction 
and testing inequality d of linear size integers can be done in linear time. The value 
H(x, v) = r E G exactly when there exists a sequence (TO, 61,. . . , cr+.l from G, a se- 
quence conto, contl, . . . , cont+.l from {TRLJE,FALSE}, a sequence bite, bit,, . . . , bit+ from 
(0, l} such that ~0 = g, conto = TRUE, bit0 = 0, and for all i < clx] it is the case that 
the algorithm produces oi+i , conti+l, biti+, from o;, cent,, biti, and in the last step yields 
value wY = r. Visibly, the graph of H belongs to Ck. It follows that ALINTIME 2 GLTH 
q 
Part (a) of the following theorem is due to Paris [27] and part (b) was conjectured 
by by him. 
Theorem 45. 
(a) SRM(#('), 0) = NSW(TZ’(~), 0) = LTH , 
(b) SRM(@('), 1) = NSRM(&'), 1). 
Proof. We prove only (b). For the direction from right to left, let A4 be NSRM(#), 1). 
Again, by the normalization lemma, every program P is equivalent to a program P’ of 
the form 
l:< 
I if 40(x1 ,..., x,,,,to ,..., tk,r) then 
to := to + 1; r := Ho(x,, . . .,n,, to,. . 
got0 1; 
1 if &(x1,. . . ,xm, to,. . . , tk) then 
I tl :=tl +I; r:=H,(x I,..., xm,to,. 
got0 1; 
if 4k(XI ,..., x,,tc ,..., tk) then 
tk := tk + 1; Y := Hk(x1,. . . ,X,, to,. . 
got0 1; 
, if +k+l(Xl,..., x,, to,. . . , tk) then halt; 
,tk,r); 
. , tk, r); 
, tkr’); 
where the 4i, Hi are boolean combinations of atomic formulas, the Hi are multivalued 
functions and the 4i are exhaustive; i.e. (E, f,r ViGk+, &(Z, i,r). Define as follows 
an equivalent program P” which uses stack registers ~1,. . . , tk and works in the same 
stack and work register bounds. Suppose that 40(x1,. . . ,x,, 0, tl,. . , tk, r) holds, so the 
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current value of the 0th stack register is 0 and the current value of the work register is 
Y. Let ro = r. Define a multivalued function R(x,s, tt , . . . , tk, Y) which gives the value 
of the work register after a sequence of s applications of the instruction 
(*) t,, := t,, + 1; r := &($tO,t,, . . . ,tk,?-) 
provided that (Vi < ~)&,(X,i,tl,. . ., tk,ri) holds. Here Yi+t = Hs(x,to,tt,. . .,sfk,Yi), SO 
it will be the case that Yi+t = R(.?, i + 1, tt, . . .,tk,ro). In the following, R(i) will 
abbreviate R(xt , . . . ,x,, i, tl ,. . . ,tk,ro). As well, let hi : (0, 1) + (0, 1) be defined by 
hi(Z4) = Ho(X, i,tl,. . . , tk,u). Note that since HO is a multivalued function, hi is as well. 
Temporarily, define a unique valued function F : N 4 A42 with do graph by letting 
F(i) be id2 if i 2s or Grid2 2 hi or Gr(o,l) g hi and F(i) be (0,l) else. Here, recall 
that M2 is the monoid of all (unique valued) functions from (0, 1) into (0, l}, and 
that (0,l) denotes the cyclic permutation permuting 0 and 1. 
In the following, notice that for i < s, 
F(s) o F(i)-’ = F(s) o . . o F(i + 2) o F(i + 1). 
Since the domain (0, 1) consists of only two elements, 
F(s)o...oF(i+l)=id2 
iff 
(F(s) 0 F(i)-‘)(O) = 0. 
Similarly, letting z denote the transposition (0,l) 
F(s)o...oF(i+l)=z 
iff 
(F(s) 0 F(i)-‘)(O) = 1. 
There are nine possible multivalued functions with domain and codomain (0, 1). 
These functions are listed graphically as (a), . . . , (i) below, where we think of domain 
element 0 [resp. l] as lying in the lower left [resp. upper left] comer, and range 
element 0 [resp. l] as lying in the lower right [resp. upper right] corner. Thus function 
(a) corresponds to the identity element id2 on two elements, satisfying idZ(x) = x for 
x E (0, l}. Composition of such multivalued functions then corresponds to composing 
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Temporarily, for a finite multivalued function h E{O, 1) x (0, I}, let W(h) mean that 
h is a single valued function. 
Case 1: 
(3~0 < s)(vi < s)W’(k,) A h,,(O) 
= h,,(l) A (SV(hi) A SO < i + hi(O) # hi(l))]. 
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In other words, SO is the largest index for which h,, is of the form (c) or (g). In this 
case, let yo = h,,(O). 
Case 2: Not Case 1, so for i < s, hi is neither (c) nor (g). 
In this case, let yo = r, and put SO = - 1. By convention, set F( - 1 )-’ and F( - 1) to 
be idz. 
In both cases 1 and 2, for all SO < i <s, F(i) C hi is a permutation - either id2 or 
r, where r denotes the transposition (0,l). Define R(x’,s, ti,. . , tk,r) = y if 
l y = yo and 
(F(s) 0 F(s&‘)(O) = 0 
OR 
l y = 1 - ye and 
(F(s) 0 F(Q)(o)-‘) = 1. 
Now R is a multifunction, and may have additional values defined as follows, in 
subcases (a),(b). Both case 1 and 2 have two subcases, which are identically treated 
(recall though that each case has different values of ye,so). 
Subcase (a): 
(3i<s)[so < i A 0 E hi(O) n hi(l) A 1 E h,(O) n hi(l 
For such an index i, hi is of the form (e). Define R(Z,s, tl,. . ., tk,r) = 0 and 
R(x’,ss,t , ..., &,I-) = 1. 
Subcuse (b): Subcase (a) does not hold and 
(3i<s)[so < i A hi(O) n hi(l) # 01. 
For any such index i, hi is of the form (b),(d),(f),(h). Define R(x’,s, tl, . . , tk, Y) = y 
iff 
l y = yo and 
(Gli<s)[so < i A yo E hi(O) fl hi(l) A (F(S) 0 F(i)-‘)(O) = 0] 
OR 
l y = 1 - yo and 
(3 <s)[so < i A yo E hi(O) n hi( 1) A (F(s) 0 F(i)-‘)(O) = 11 
OR 
l y = yo and 
(3i<s)[so < i A 1 - yo E hi(O) fl hi(l) A (F(s) 0 F(i)-‘)(O) = l] 
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OR 
l y = 1 - yo and 
(Ii <S)[SO < i A 1 - YO E hi(O) n hi( 1) A (F(S) 0 F(i)-‘)(O) = 01. 
Note that if neither subcase (a) nor (b) holds, then for all SO < ids, hi is a 
permutation, and hence hi = F(i). Thus this situation has already been treated. 
A small example might be helpful. Suppose that H is of the form 
Now case 1 holds, and SO is the largest index for which 
In the case at hand, yo = 1. Note that 
F( 12) o F(5)-’ = F( 12) 0.. . o F(6) = r 
where r denotes the transposition (0,l). Thus R(i, 12 , 1,. . . , tk,r) = h12(0). Next, there t 
are two values SO < i 6s for which hi(O) n hi(l) # 8; namely i = 7,9. That is, 
MO) = 1, h7(1) = 1 and hg(0) = 0, hg(1) = 0. Apply subcase (b) to hg. Note that 
hll ohlo =F(ll)oF(9)-’ 
is the transposition 7 = (0, l), hence we have that 
W-C s, tl ,..., tk,r) = h,2 o z(O) = Ml). 
Apply subcase (b) to h7. Note that id2 C hg, so F(9) = id2 and F< 11) o F(7)-’ is the 
transposition T = (0,l). Hence we have as well that 
R(x’,ss, tl ,..., tk,r)=h12oZ(l)=h12(0). 
Thus the multivalued function R(.Z, s, tl , . . . , tk,r) takes the values hlz(O), h12( 1). Hope- 
fully this illustrates how R is defined. 
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Now define the program P” which refers only to stack registers ti, . . . , tk and is 
equivalent to P’ by the following. 
if rl/[(x,tr,. . .,tk,r) then 
tl :=tl +I; r:=G,(&tl,..., tk,~); 
got0 1; 
if &(f, tl,. . . ,tk,r) then 
t2 := t2 + 1; Y := G&?,t,, . . . , tk,r); 
got0 1; 
if $kk($ h ,...,tk,r) then 
tk := tk + 1; ?’ := Gk(f, t,,. . ., tk,r); 
got0 1; 
if &+i(z, ti,. . . , tk, r) then halt; 
Here tji(f, ti, . . . , tk,r) is defined by 
(3s < (max{xi ,...,xrn}>c)(~i(xl,...,Xrn,s,tl,...,tk,R(s)) 
A(v’i < S)~O(Xl,...,X,,i,tl,...,tk,R(i)), 
and the multivalued function Gi is defined by Gi(Xi,. . . ,x,, tl,. . . ,tk,r, y) iff 
(3s < (max{xl,...,x,})c(~i(xl,...,x,,s,tl,...,tk,R(S)) 
A 
(vi < S)&(xI ,..., &,i,tl,..., tk,R(i))Ay=&(xl)...) xm,s,tl ,..., tk,R(s))). 
Iteration of this technique removes a stack and terminates in an equivalent program of 
the form 
if Ok*(xi,..., &, tk, r) then tk := tk + 1; 
1 : r := Gi(x~,... Jm,tk,r); goto 1; 
if O;+,(xi,..., x,,,,tk,r) then halt. 
Thus M(x,, . . . , x, ) accepts iff Ok*+, (xi,. . . , x,,,,O,O) holds. The formula Oi+, is de- 
fined using bounded quantifiers and (deterministic) counting modulo 2. It follows 
that NSRM(~ '(') 1) C Z~LTH . It is straightforward to see that &LTH is contained in 
SRM(#), 1) (see [28] for a sketch of a proof). This concludes the proof of part (b). 
0 
Remark 46. It is not obvious how to lift this technique to prove that 
SRi+@), k) = NSRM(#('), k) 
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for k = 2,3. In particular, the previous proof used the fact that when hi was of the form 
(b),(d),(f),(h), we either considered the case that hi(O) = hi(l) or the permutation 
F(i) c hi. Using different techniques, Handley [17] has proven that SRM(#(‘), k) = 
NSRM(#(]), k) for k = 2,3 as well as given a different proof that SRM(&), k) = 
NsRM(n’(‘),k) for k34. 
Proposition 47. NSRM(#(‘), k) 2 NM~+, LTH 
Proof (Sketch). Before giving the proof, note that k is the bound for the work register 
and k + 1 is the size of the domain and codomain for the monoid &+I. Fix parameters 
Xl,...,&dO,..., tk, Y, and define a multivalued hmction F : N + Mk+ I with do graph 
by F(i) = Ho(xl,..., xm,i,to , . . , tk,r). Define the multivalued function 
&I ,..., x,,&tl,..., tk,r)=F(s- 1) 
which belongs to N~~~+]LTH, and as in the previous proof, give an equivalent program 
P” involving only stack registers tl, . . . , tk and work register Y. Iterate this construction 
and note as in the previous proof that M(xI,. . . ,x,) accepts iff O~+,(XI,. . .,x,, 0,O) 
holds, Here Oz+l is not definable using counting modulo 2, but does belong to 
NM/‘+, LTH. 0 
Proposition 48 (Paris et al. [28]). For all integers k>O, 
SRM(R , ‘(I) k) = d’fk+,LTH . 
Proof. Theorem 7 of [28, p. 35811, states that SRM(YI ‘(‘),k) = Sk+]LTH , where Sk+] is 
the full symmetric group on k + 1 letters. At the top of p. 359 of [28], it is shown 
by induction that (‘v%)(Vm ~I~)[M,LTH C S,,,LTH 1. Thus SRM(@(‘), k) = Mk+lu-H . Al- 
ternatively, the proposition can be directly proved using the approach in the proof of 
Proposition 47. 0 
Theorem 49. For k 24, NsRM(n’(‘), k) = sRM(n’(‘), k) = ALINTIME . 
Proof. We have 
NSRM(?l ‘(‘), k) c Nk&+]LTH _ 
s ALINTIME 
c Sk+] LTH 
c Mk+ 1 LTH 
2 SRM(n@‘), k) 
Corollary 50. 
NSRM(P2 ‘(I), o( 1)) = SRM(I? o(l),w)), 
SRM(fi ‘(I), o( 1)) = ALINTIME 
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Using these techniques, the following theorem is straightforward. 
Theorem 51 (Paris [27]). 
NSRM( n ‘(‘), ?I’(‘)) = NLINSPACE . 
Given these results, how much nondeterminism is required to help? Using the idea 
that one stack register which stores a number whose length is 2L can be simulated by 
two stack registers which store a number of length at most L, it is easy to show the 
following (see [22] for details for the deterministic case). 
Proposition 52. 
(N)sRM(#(‘),~(~)) = (N)srw(n,r(n)). 
Thus in particular, we have that 
(N)sRM(~z’(‘), k) = (N)SRM(n, k). 
Currently we have no information about the following. 
Question 53 Does there exist a function f = o(logn) for which sw(n, logn) c 
NsRM(n, f (n)). In particular, is it the case that sRM(n,logn) & NsRM(n,loglogn), or 
euen SRM(n, log(n)) C ALINTIME ? 
5. Miscellaneous 
For completeness, we state analogs of the previous results for the polynomial time 
hierarchy PH. The smash function # is defined by x#y = 21XI.IYI, where 1x1 = [log*(x+ 
1 )1 denotes the length of the binary representation of x. Since x#(x#x) is approximately 
21X13, by repeatedly applying the smash function, any unary function of polynomial 
growth rate is eventually majorized by some function in [Z, O,s, +, ., #; COMP]. Obvious 
modifications of the proofs of the previous results relating the linear time hierarchy 
and its extensions to stack register machines yield the following theorem. 
Theorem 54. 
NSRM[+, X,#](2’n10”’ ,O) = SRM[+, X,#](2’“““‘,0), 
NSRM[+, X, #](21n’0”’ ) 1) = sRh4[+, x,#](21”‘““‘, l)
NSRM[+, x,#](2’n’0”’ ,k) = SRM[+, x,#](2’“l”“,k), for k84, 
SRM[+, X,#](2’n10”’ ,k) = PSPACE , for k>4, 
NSRM[+, X, #](21”10”‘, 21n10”‘) = PSPACE . 
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Proof. By obvious modifications of the proofs of related results for the linear time 
hierarchy, NSRM[+, X, #](21’1”“’ ,k) is equal to SRM[+, ~,#](21~1~“‘,k) for k = 0,l and 
k>4. For k 24, it similarly follows that NSRM[+, ~,#](2~“~““, k) = APTIME, where the 
latter denotes the class of alternating polynomial time computable functions. By the 
well-known theorem of Savitch, alternating polynomial time equals polynomial space 
which equals nondeterministic polynomial space. q 
In [6] Cai and Furst introduce the k-state safe-storage Turing machine M which has 
a read-only input tape, a read/write work tape, a polynomially long binary counter tape 
or clock, and a safe-storage device capable of remembering k states. Regularly after 
a polynomial number of computation steps, the worktape is erased and all tape heads 
are reset to their initial positions, thus squeezing the computation into a “bottleneck” 
where only the state of the safe-store is retained. The intuition is that the machine 
repeatedly crashes after a polynomial number of steps, where only a small amount 
of information is saved from the crash. The class SFk, for k 2 1, is defined to be 
the collection of languages accepted by a k-state safe-storage Turing machine where 
intermediate computations between bottlenecks are performed in polynomial time. Note 
that there may be an exponential number of bottlenecks since the counter tape holds a 
binary number of polynomial length, and that 
PTIME = SF, & SF2 c . . . c: PSPACE . 
It is easy to see that the boolean hierarchy is contained in SF2. A language is said 
to be logspace serializable if the computations between bottlenecks are performed in 
logspace. Using the technique of Barrington [2], Cai and Furst [6] prove that PSPACE is 
logspace serializable by a 5 state safe-storage machine, and hence that SF, = PSPACE . 
The characterization of PSPACE from [6] is related to the fourth line of Theorem 54. 
By techniques of Bennett [5], it follows that the computation of a polynomial time 
bounded Turing machine can be arithmetized by a bounded formula in the signature 
(0, 1, +, x, #, < } and hence by a stack register machine with a fixed number of stack 
registers, no work register, with 9 = {+, x,#} and bound 21n10”‘. Thus from SF5 = 
PSPACE one can show that SRM [+, ~,#](21’1~“‘,4) equals PSPACE . Concerning the con- 
verse direction, since SRM[+, x, #](21RIa” ,O) = PH, our results are insufficient to show 
that PSPACE is logspace serializable. Finally, since nondeterminism in the stack register 
machine model concerns ambiguity in the branching instructions, the other statements 
of Theorem 54 are unrelated to the results of [6]. In summary, the results of [6] con- 
cern a hierarchy between PTIME and PSPACE , whereas Theorem 54 concerns a hierarchy 
between PH and PSPACE. 
Comparison of our results with those of [6] suggests the following type of question. 
Define NSFk as in SFk, but using a nondeterministic polynomial time bounded ma- 
chine between bottlenecks. For k 2 5, SF, = NsFk = PSPACE . What is the situation for 
l<k<5? 
Question 55. For 1 d k c 5, is it the case that SFk C N@k? 
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